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About This Game

This game has an original story as base. This story will take place in a planet called "EggPlanet" in which chickens have
different life styles, and you will advance on story as one of them.

The story will take place in a laboratory of certain government which investigate as egg which is about to explode.

Also you a chicken and the player, will have to complete simple tests(puzzles) as chicken called noisy says.

The Game Features are
・Easy Puzzle And Hidden Story

・Completely original story
・You are A damn Chicken

・30+ levels and additional levels
・Mysterious and fantastic world as base

・Simple Controll
・Beautiful 3D graphics

・Original Arts
・A chicken which can be customized
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Title: Chicken ~Boiled Egg~
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Wolfcrafter321
Publisher:
Wolfcrafter321
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 1.7 GHz + Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (Haswell) HD Graphics P4700

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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I used to do speed with the 15 puzzle. Why did you have to take out a vertice, and not a corner.

8/10 just because of that.. Hrm... I thought when it said 'Strategy' that there would be... um, strategy. There wasn't. It's another
one of those how-fast-can-you-click-the-things games. I do not like.. Manly tears were shed.... Boshists, can not call themselves
that - until they pass it.. This is a fun puzzle game. Gotta say, one of the highlights of this game is the amazing music! Downside
is, the game is pretty short, and not terribly difficult (I finished it in 100 minutes). The final boss battle was super cool, wish
there was more.. We enjoyed every bit of this game in multiplayer. This is the first VR game that we recommend for this price
tag.

In the following video we will quickly take you into the multiplayer gameplay of the first campaign (Kobayashi Maru) in a fast
and fun way:

https://youtu.be/E4-UBzfPZC0

You will see the Tactical, Engineer and Captain roles played on both Vive and Oculus. And you will see us have loads of fun
together ;) At the end you can watch our full review:

If you don't want to watch a video, please read on for a summary of our review:

* What we really like is that the early part of the game is designed to ease players into the gameplay (something you really need
in this game). Following the tutorial first is recommended.
* Playing with friends/or randoms is so much fun and enjoyable, mainly because you have to intensively work together and
every decision you make will determine what happens.
* Comfortable VR experience, just sit down and relax and only use your arms and head ;)
* Vive, Oculus, PSVR players can play together. Not sure about you guys, but we LOVE this.
* Link uplay to Steam to make the launch of the game seamlessly and play with all platforms.
* Good variation of objectives, missions/campaigns. Be bad captain and kill everything you encouter or save everyone, you can
decide it with your crew (8 hours of story mode, endless voyages).
* Astonishing graphics, great experience.
* No need of Star Trek knowledge to be able to play, but as a Star Trek fan you will enjoy the things that really reminds you of
the series.
* Even with only button pressing on a screen this game is very immersive, engaging and exciting. Actually could make me sweat
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a bit when we were attacked. I recommend sitting on a desk/gaming chair with armrests, that way its more immersive.
* To be honest we have nothing bad to say about it at the moment. The only thing that might be worth mentioning is that some
objectives might get repetitive - but as a Star Trek fan you'll probably still enjoy this.

It really feels like a full game and we are impressed. However, we haven't finished the game yet, so we might have a few
improvement pointers later on. We definitely recommend this game if you like to play it in multiplayer. Single player is
intricate, but doable with AI (the AI is intuitive). Would only recommend to get this game for singleplayer if you are fan of Star
Trek.
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Seems to be exactly what I was looking for in the genre. Haven't had a lot of time to play it yet. But on the first test it fully
supported my joystick (Logitech X3D pro) unlike few other resently released titles. The plane seemed to handle like I expaected
them to do. Honestly I just played 1 dogfight, so I wount comment on the campaign mode. My biggest problem with this title is
that it doesn't support 1080p resolution.. dont know how to describe. I do like the music. Obviously, some of the tracks are just
weird to listen to without the game, but some of the tracks do feel like normal music you can listen to that would be on the radio
(with no vocals). I wonder if they'll add the Darkness Among Us menu theme eventually because it sounds like some real
wicked stuff. Hopefully, they do and at no further cost to those who have already made this purchase.. I had started this game on
the Wii and was eager to play it on the PC. PC is MUCH easier as the tasks are much smoother. Thank goodness. I had been
wondering how this mystery ended and it was nice to start over again. However, it seemed tougher than I remembered in other
ways.

I raged so much with this game. Whereas I had no problem playing "Scopa" in "The Phantom of Venice" it is required to beat a
character at a game of "Fox and Geese" and I hate that game horribly. It was just a pain to play and no fun. A couple of the
puzzles were hard to do with the limited amount of time it takes to do them and I'm just no good at using the snowmobile.

A quirk of the game is that you also have to cook 3 meals a day as well as the housekeeping for most of the game. I'm not sure
how to weigh the game when it comes to spoilers though. I've not played the games in order and Tino Balducci appears in this
game and is apparently a character that returns from a previous game. While I don't know the whole story with the unmentioned
previous game, I do wonder if there are any spoilers with the things Nancy says about him. I guess I'll find out when I play said
game.

This game though takes a lot of patience to play. You have a clock and you have extra duties and it can get dull and repetitive.
Things happen at certain times and the game, if you mess up too early, can be a little too unforgiving. I had accidently had issues
with the clock and had to restart the whole game because I couldn't meet the guests otherwise.

I think this game was certainly harder than I had expected. It's not impossible, but it can be really agitating. That being said, the
story is still interesting and if you have the resolve, it can be rewarding, I suppose. I would suggest it to people who enjoy these
types of games. Some people like more of a challenge than I do. I prefer relaxing puzzles and good stories. This game is easy in
some ways and hard in others, so it just depends on the sort of player you are. Despite my raging moments, it was nice to finally
see how the story ended.. Another fun puzzle game from the creator of HexCells.. Wow, nice deep beer and pretzels game!
Hope I see more of these games.. this game is by far the worst iv ever played in VR.
u have to keep the weapons high with oculus.
u didnt see ur own character or hands.
the sound is terrible.
automatic reload.
fkn lame and boring.

give me my money back :-<

not even for free this game will worth to play!!!

ARIZONA SUNSHINE still the best Zombie game!. Where is my PRIMARY BLACK COLOUR????. Easily the best of all my
locos for trainsim (and I've got a lot). The attention to detail is far better than anything else, this is a real enthusiast's add on.
From blow down test of the water level gauges, steam heating, sparks under hard braking and the best smoke and noise effects
I've seen. If you like trainsim you must get this - but take the time to learn advanced controls or you'll not get the best from
it...this add on is superb though, a must buy.. Its a wonderful alternative to those who want to play War Thunder, but are put off
by how PVP-centric and hardcore it is.

Heroes in the Sky is, from my currently playtime (I'm lv 15), a more arcade-y PVE game, where planes use Hitpoints instead of
the complex damage system in WT.

The game can be played entirely with the keyboard, and all in all the missions seem pretty fun, even if I do feel like the
developers are subtly making the Germans out as evil (I play as the Axis)

The graphics are definately kinda bad, but if I had to place a year on them, I would say the game looks like an Xbox 360 game
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from around 2005-2006, which isnt too horrible, but not great compared to War Thunder.

But the real draw of the game, if you ask me, is the wonderful Engrish that the game is FULL of. This game was made by
asians, and it becomes apparent instantly when you read the descriptions of the game, and the in-game spelling/dialogue. All in
all its funny, and a + from me.
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